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I can see the
punchlines
from here.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Some readers may be confused, believing they’ve previously downloaded and read the first
issue of Amock, so we think an explanation is necessary. We don’t owe you one, but we had one lying about,
so we thought we’d give you it anyway.
The first two issues of Amock, the magazine, were posted on Free-Ebooks.net, who even created a special
Magazine Section for it. But we thought Amock deserved to go in the Humour Section because that’s what it
was all about, being funny. So, we took the first two issues and added the newly-completed third and
amalgamated them to form the Amock Comedy Compendium which Free-Ebooks were happy to place in the
Humour Section as it was an actual book as opposed to a magazine. This then is actually Issue 4 of Amock
but as the first issues have disappeared it has been renumbered as Issue 1. If you really want Amock in the
original running order you can get all the back issues from our website which you can visit by clicking the
footer on any page. On the website you can get advance copies of the latest issue, plus extra content not
included in the magazine and the opportunity to subscribe and have the latest issue of Amock delivered direct
to your email inbox. It’s worth a visit.
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Clicking the Header on any page will bring you back to this Menu page.
Amock Humour Magazine is published by Amock.net and is © 2011 with all rights reserved. The copyright of content
remains with the contributors. The publishers grant you the right to copy and share this publication subject to the
following conditions. You may NOT take individual content and reuse it in any way. You may NOT sell this
publication. You may NOT amend the publication. All characters and situations referred to are fictitious. Contact us at
amock.net
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SCOTTISH LOVE SECRETS - KNEES
Och well, if it’s the knees you want to know about I

his kilt a little above the knee every now and then, for

have a fine tale to tell you. It hap-

he had a braw pair of knees, and that this would drive

pened

the girls into a frenzy and they

like this, you see. Many years ago a
few friends and I came down from the

wouldn’t be able to resist him.

Highlands to the bonny banks of

It worked a treat and Sandy

Loch Lomond, looking for girls, as

MacAllan has been married

young men do. Now, one of the

eight times and always to wom-

lads was Sandy MacAllan, a fine,

en called Morag. He had a kind

big, braw, lad but awful shy with

of fetish for the name. There

the lassies. All the rest of us

was not a Morag for twenty miles

would be dancing and kissing with

was safe when Sandy MacAllan

the girlies, for the maids of Loch

was in the mood and had his kilt

Lomond were ever keen on high

hitched above his knee. So there

jinks, and poor Sandy would be

you go, men, if you’re the shy retir-

sitting all by himself, nursing his

ing type, or if you think you have no

beer and looking miserable. So I took it on myself to

physical at-

have a wee chat with him about his lack of success

get your knees out and watch the lassies buckle. But

with the womenfolk. Seems he didn’t have a clue on

avoid Morags for Sandy MacAllan is the jealous type.

tributes suitable for attracting a mate,

how to approach a lassie, and I advised him to hitch

SOUNDS OF TOMORROW
Greetings,

music which is most about the village girl swooning

I am Svetlana Polzkivitch, best pop singer in village of

when handsome man come along and show muscles.

Grodny, also only pop singer in Grodny. I am seek

I am not swooning. I am modern woman and expert

agent, manager and record label to break into western in feminine hygiene.
I am try to build backing band but so far only

pop music business. Also fans.
I have release single already. Is called

have Old Tomas on electric accordion and

‘GEORGI, YOU ARE HOT STUFF.’ Is

Simeon the Pervert on bass ukulele, but
sound is good and only need tune to help.

about my boyfriend. He is goat. My
friends are say, ‘Western pop music not

Also I am looking for husband as my love

about girl who love goat, Svetlana’ but I

for Georgi is not of that type, he is soul-

am saying ‘Is novelty then. They will like

mate. Husband who own record

very much and I will be very rich and

company would be good. Also pop star,

famous and buy Prius motor car’.

though not if gay like John Elton and Michael George.

I wish to tell about my style which is I develop all by

Is not approve in my culture as girl who marry gay

myself. Is mixture of blues and hip-hop with touch of

man often have no children, unless milkman is hunky

garage. I have many influence, main of which is Iron

type.

Maiden and Conway Twitty. My music is very popular

My email she is no1popstar@grodnyvillage.non if are

in Grodny. Make big change from traditional folk

can be helping.
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HOW TO AVOID BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
The Indispensable Guide
As a handsome young devil it is inevitable that you will be pursued by stunning young
women who wish to be intimate with you. This can cause distress, especially for the
young chap who has other calls on his time other than getting sweaty in the arms of
a beguiling beauty. There are the attractions of tinkering with an automobile engine
or drinking beer and swapping uplifting tales with one’s chums in a bar.
So, how does the modern young man avoid the attentions of these sirens? The
answer is simplicity itself, he must find the elements of his personality and
physique which are attracting these hussies and remove them as soon as
possible.
For instance, he may begin by approaching the pneumatic young blonde,
Candy, and asking, “Hey, Candy, what is it about me that makes you drool?”
She may answer that it is his impressive six-pack, in which case he should
immediately start eating burgers and ice cream by the bucket-load and forego the programme of
sit-ups which he has been pursuing.
Alternatively, he may find that the long-legged redhead, Tania, admires him for his sparkling wit and repartee.
He must counter this by telling the joke about the nuns riding their bicycle down the cobbled street and getting
the punch-line wrong!
Something along the lines of, ‘Because the chain came off’ should be sufficient to prove that you are an idiot
and not worthy of attention.
It must be admitted that this remedy will take time to become effective. Your six-pack will not disappear
overnight and Tania might well believe that you were just having an off-day with your gag. However, with
perseverance, you can soon turn yourself into a fat, boring, slob, who will not be bothered by lovely young
ladies who wish to share their bodily warmth with you. And that, surely, is a sacrifice worth making.
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Mary Poppins was a lesbian.
James Bond didn’t drink beer because creator
Ian Fleming said it made him fart.
The Roswell flying saucer ran on chicken soup.
Extracted from The Complete Book of Lies by
Professor Ed Spurious.

Most undertakers collect stamps.

Barrack Obama has no pubic hair.

Excessive trampolining can affect your fertility.

Hedgehogs are more aerodynamic than

Bats can see in the dark if they have a torch.

penguins.
Grating cheese can reduce its fat content.
All women called Gloria are expert knitters.
Mother/son incest is permitted in parts of
The most common name for male porn stars is

Ecuador as long as the female partner is past

Bob.

the menopause.

All Chinese people get airsick when flying in

Goofy is better hung than Mickey.

biplanes.
Humus is used as a building material in Turkey.
Tom Cruise unsuccessfully auditioned for Adam
No computer language recognition system has

Savage’s role in Mythbusters.

been able to decipher a drunk Scotsman.
If all the books in the world were piled on top
of each other they would topple over.

Bald men are not permitted to be astronauts
by NASA.

Harriet Finlayson takes credit cards.
Gay Parisian men think it is a great triumph to
Prince Charles has a valet whose sole task is to

seduce straight policemen. Especially if they

polish the Royal buttocks each morning.

are on duty directing traffic.

The Pope enjoys playing darts.

In the future making love to your partner’s

There is no proof that the electro-magnetic
spectrum actually exists.

clone will not be regarded as being unfaithful.
Nancy Delaney and her bisexual husband,

Watching more than three hours of TV every
day will make you need the toilet.
The Venus fly trap will not eat hornets.

George, both have the same taste in men.
The nail was invented in the third century BC
but did not become popular till the first century
when the hammer was invented.

If all the foreskins circumcised since the
introduction of this religious requirement were
gathered together they wouldn’t fill a shoe-

Rasputin popularised floral cod-pieces.
Kenyans are allergic to Riesling wine.

box.
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These books didn’t
become classics for
no reason. If you
haven’t read them,
you’re in for a
treat.

S
IE

Amock is proud to
offer our readers a range of
classic novel e-books,
completely FREE, in the 3D,
page-turning dnl format. For
those more serious
moments.

The stunning page-flip dnl format has
to be seen to be believed.

The books available for free download are Frankenstein by Mary Shelley, Dracula by Bram Stoker,
Fanny Hill by John Cleland, The Three Musketeers by Alendre Dumas, The Black Arrow by Robert Lois
Stevenson, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court by Mark Twain, Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott,
A Princess of Mars and Tarzan of the Apes by Edgar Rice Burroughs, A Study in Scarlet by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle and The War of the Worlds by H.G. Wells. The ebooks require you install the dnl reader if
you don’t already have it on your computer, but you can download it from our website. Click the button
below.
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SOCCER PLAYERS SEEK SOAP
The Association of Gay Soccer Players

“They are arguing from a very weak position,” argued
Da Fruité, “as a great

(AGSP) is threatening that its members will
go on strike unless club owners introduce

number of soccer

slipperier soap for use in showers in their

players have now come

changing rooms.

out as gay and if we go

“What they currently provide isn’t suitable

on strike the entire world

for purpose,” claimed AGSP Chairman,

of the beautiful game will

Alfonso Da Fruité. “It is easily picked up

come to a standstill. We

when dropped on the floor of the shower

have identified a brand of

and this does not allow our members

soap which we have tested

sufficient time to make their move. What

on various players and

we want is extremely slippery soap

none could pick it up

which has to be groped and fumbled for

without four attempts, even

before being manfully gripped. This

the goalkeepers. It is

means that the player who has dropped

scented beautifully and only

their soap remains bent over for an

costs $4,000 more than an

extended period, which suits us perfectly, if only for a

ordin

ary bar of soap, so I don’t see

visual feast.”

what the problem is. Don’t they want us to be happy?”

“They are nuts,” responded Don Macho, a spokesman “He can kiss my ass,” reacted Macho.
for the soccer club owners. “We gave them hair gel,
we gave them lube, but they’re never happy. Today

“Yes please,” was Da Fruité’s only response.
Graphic by Vectorportal

it’s slippery soap, tomorrow it’ll be beds in the
dressing room for their sordid perversions.”
It's impossible to sneeze with your eyes open. The length of a man’s penis is twice the length of his thumb.
Blondes have more hair than dark-haired people do. The average human head weighs about 8 pounds.
Your ears and nose continue to grow throughout your entire life. The average human blinks their eyes
6,205,000 times each year.

Women have read this
entire text.
Men are still looking at
their thumbs.
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WIFE-SWAPPER UNHAPPY
Mr Arthur Tosspot has complained to the

“We had to give residents something in the way of

Littlehampton Town Council that the local Wife

leisure activities,” said Cllr Nobby Backhander, “and

Swapping Society has treated him unfairly by

we couldn’t afford a swimming pool. The Council

accepting him as a member and taking his annual

realise that a wife swapping society is unfair on

dues, only for him to

unmarried residents but we believe in the institution of

discover that none of the

marriage and if singles want to participate they know

married men in the small

where the church is.”

English town wishes to have

Local resident, Stan Quickie, a long-standing member

anything to do with his wife,

of the Society had his own opinion of why Mrs

Phoebe.

Tosspot had failed to find any admirers. “She’s a

“She’s not that bad,” he

lovely girl, actually,” he said in the snug bar of local

insisted yesterday, in his

pub, the Dog and Goose, “but she does make an

small, semi-detached home,

awful noise when she’s in action. Sounds like a fog-

“a bit overweight and flat

horn. Honestly, it puts you right off.”

feet, but you tell me who’s perfect. Mrs Blenkinsop

Regarding Mr Tosspot’s complaint, Cllr Backhander

from Bank Street’s in a much worse state and they’re

was dismissive, “The Council has a duty to provide

round her like flies. If nobody fancies her, I don’t get

facilities but not to police them. We provide tennis

none neither.”

courts, but we don’t get to say who plays.”

The Council are involved because they part-fund the

Mr Tosspot was not conciliated. “If I don’t get my

Society, a situation caused by the insufficiency of

money back we’ll move. Smallhampton’s a nice place

funds to open a local library.

and they’ll have it off with anybody there.”

SISTER FOR SALE
I am seek husband for my sister, Shakti. Price is three goats and one camel, no
haggling. She very good at collect droppings of cow, cook beans and sew dress, but
not high fashion, only peasant style. She 42 years old and not virgin as have had two
husband before (both missing). She is tell me she is not responsible for they disappear
and I am believe her, also local police commissioner agree for very small bribe. Village
elders confirm she officially widow and available. Is obviously used, hence low asking
price. No children, but fertile. Certificate available from Dr Patil for small fee (no
guarantees). Shakti have good nature and is easy going. Also tell good dirty jokes.
Hobby is collect shoes. Sometimes they not belong to her, hence criminal conviction.
Also like movies and is big fan of Basil Rathbone. Good homemaker and not smell
bad. Bodywork not too bad - no rust.
Firm offers to Achmed, Village Tokodar, Belochistan. Can deliver.
NB: Picture is not of Shakti. Picture is of very beautiful film star, Meena Mousse, but I use it to catch attention. This is cunning
marketing ploy I learn from western marketing agency. Shakti look nothing like this. This is the small print which you should not be
able to read.
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Professor Pete gives you indispensable
Dear Ross,
It is your youth she is after; the ability to flaunt her
young lover in front of her friends. Cavorting with her
MOVIES & PIZZA
for a lengthy period will leave you as old and
bedraggled as her husband, when she will cast you
Dear Pete,
aside for a younger model.
How can I get Simone Perry to show me her boobies? Pete
I took her to the movies and even bought her a pizza
but she still wouldn’t show me them. My buddy Mike
NOTCH
said all girls would show you their boobies if you took
them to the movies and bought them pizza. Do you
Dear Pete,
think I should have got more topping?
I would like to give myself to Bert Milverton, but not if
Cal, Phoenix
I’m only going to be another notch on his bedpost. Is
there any way to ensure this before I concede to his
Dear Cal,
demands?
Young men wishing to gaze upon the busties of young Cathy, Malaga
ladies must learn patience. Several more applications
of movie and pizza may be required before a viewing Dear Cathy,
is permitted and even then it may be from a distance
No absolute guarantees can be given regarding a
and require a telescope, as young ladies are well
man’s intentions, save that he will divest you of your
aware that young men are rarely satisfied with visual
garments given the smallest opportunity. I would
gratification alone and may well attempt manual
therefore recommend that you take out an insurance
stimulus.
policy to ensure that you are not merely being used by
Pete
Mr Milverton. I suggest you find a company which
specialises in covering naughty pastimes or,
depending on the circumstances of your encounter,
HAIR
dangerous sports.
Pete
Dear Professor Pete,
FISH
My girlfriend has beautiful, long, blonde hair but finds
taking care of it very wearisome. She keeps
Dear Professor,
threatening that one day she will have it all cut off and I find myself incredibly attracted to our local librarian,
I worry that she won’t be as attractive with short hair.
Lillian Cody, but every time I ask her out she merely
What can I do to stop her from cutting her hair?
snorts and charges me late return fees. I should
Marty, Prague
ignore her and move on, on the principle that there
are many more fish in the seas but the fact is that the
Dear Marty,
seas in our area have been rather over-fished and the
Man, that’s an easy one. Just encase her entire head stock is depleted. How can I get her to take me
in concrete so that scissors cannot reach her tresses. seriously?
Pile her hair up on top of her head first and then
George, Luton
mould round in the shape of a helmet. When she is
sleeping would be a good time.
Dear George,
Pete
Tell her that the area is about to be re-stocked from a
fish farm and her chances of being caught in
anybody’s net are diminishing rapidly. If she gets
YOUTH
your drift she is likely to be on you like a great white
shark, so be prepared for bites. Alternatively, you
Dear Prof,
could always take up fishing.
I am having an affair with an older married woman,
Pete
which is a new venture for me. However she
complains that I am not as well built as her husband,
Write to Pete with your problems and
nor as accomplished a lover, which makes me wonder
he’ll solve them for you.
as to why she is cavorting with me. I’ve tried to think
of an ulterior motive but can’t think of any. Can you
suggest anything?
Ross, Chicago
advice on all your problems.
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NORTH KOREA’S KIM JONG-IL SOLVES
INTERNATIONAL BAKING CRISIS
It has recently come to my knowledge that you capitalist running dogs of the West have been facing up to a
baking crisis which is threatening your financial situations and your very way of life. This does not surprise me
as you put too much faith and trust in your bakers, unlike we who follow the true path of communism.
Nevertheless, I regard it as my duty, as a fellow human being, to advise you on how to resolve this problem.
The answer is not to place so much trust and faith in bakers for they are an evil breed, intent only on lining their
own pockets by selling you shoddy bakery products. If such a situation were to occur in my glorious homeland
of North Korea, I would have no

hesitation in shooting all

bakers.

I mean by this the

shooting of them dead, for

mere wounds will not suffice. If

this were to take several

bullets per baker I would say

‘Hang the expense!

them dead!’ Not until they were

very dead would I cease from

Shoot

shooting them.
This would undoubtedly cause

a shortage of bakery products

in the short term and I am

thinking here especially of

bread, which you call the staff of

life, though it is a silly

description. You can not use

bread as a staff. I have tried

it and it does not work.

This

need not be a deal-breaker as

I understand that because of

your baking crisis many of

your peasants are unemployed.

They should be encouraged

to bake at home and therefore

feed the nation. As their skills

grow they may turn their hand to

baking buns and you may

thus return to eating the burgers

with which you pollute your

bodies.

even aspire to bake cakes,

The most gifted may

but these should be kept as plain

as

possible

to

avoid

encouraging decadence. A cream bun might be permissible or even a small sponge if only a little jam is used.
You may say that this is a self-defeating proposal. That the peasants who become bakers will once again hold
you to ransom once they get a taste of power and there is undoubtedly an element of truth in this. But the solution
is already in your hands, in the shape of an AK47. Shoot them all, I say! And it may well be that your peasants
who have ambitions in the baking field will behave themselves and not bring the world to its knees if they know
that the threat of a quick slug to the back of the head is waiting for them if they get up to their shenanigans again.
If you find it difficult to shoot your bakers please do not hesitate to call on the services of the North Korean armed
forces who are adept at shooting people in the back of the head. They are available for a nominal fee though
they would expect you to provide transport as our truck has an oil leak. Also, bullets.
I am aware that N. Korea gets a very bad press in the West and I hope that by aiding you in this way with my
marvellous suggestion you will think more kindly of your communist cousins.
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